


 

 

RIOJA: THE DEVIL WE KNOW

RIOJA was exposed to wine early in the piece when the Pheoenicians settled and

brought with them the expertise to ferment grapes in the 17th Century. The

indigenous populations have made wine ever since. The isolated nature of the region

meant that not much wine left and it was consumed locally.

In the early days grapes were foot stomped in stone troughs and chucked into

amphorae, it was not built for any ageing and was consumed quick before it turned

to vinegar. If it did leave the region it was put into a Bota Bag, the distinctive leather

pouch that could be slung over the shoulder. Interestingly, the bota bags were

branded with a special seal signifying that the wine was made in Rioja with local

grapes - a rare and early instance of provenance and branding.

There was an attempt in the 1700s to up the quality of the output when a man

named Don Manuel Esteban Quintano journeyed to Bordeaux on a pilgrimage to

learn. In Bordeaux he encountered robust fine wines that were aged in barrel,

impervious to travel, resistant to oxygenation and actually improved with age.

Initially these methods were popular, but American oak quickly proved too expensive

to be feasible and French oak became unpopular when Napoleon invaded Spain!

Nearly 100 years later, after the easement of hostilities, oak was re-introduced. The

popularity of Bordeaux wines in England, one of the first lucrative commercial export

markets inspired some enterprising wine makers to try again. These methods took

hold quickly and a mini revolution started as local winemakers loved what it did to

their wines. Coinciding with the improved infastructure of railroads and travel,

suddenly Rioja started to become a force. The advent of phylloxera caused a gold

rush as French winemakers invaded the Iberian peninsula in search of unaffected

vines. This saw the introduction of Bordelaise techniques and varieties. Rioja

flourished as a a new centre of the winemaking world. When phylloxera eventually

made its way to the relatively isolated region, it was rectified more quickly as the

solution of grafting American rootstock to French to stop phylloxera was

proliferating elsewhere.

The region hit strife when World War One hit as markets were completely decimated.

The strife in Europe remain constant throughout the duration and during the second

world and the Spanish wine continued to suffer as tea-totalling murderous tyrant

Franco encouraged vines to be ripped up for crops.  

  

RIOJA IN THE EARLY DAYS
 

CLIMATE

Rioja benefits from a mix of

Atlantic, Continental and

Mediterranean climates. Hot

summers and cold winters with

relatively high rainfall are all

perfect for producing top quality

grapes which go into producing

quality Rioja wines. The high

dinural range and Sierra de

Cantabria mountain range are

very important in the ripening

process. Without this Sierra, the

cold Atlantic winds would get to

the vineyards and nothing would

be the same! 
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TERROIR

 

Vines are planted in Rioja in

open plains, terraces, and

hillsides. There is not a single

type of soil and in general, they

are not very fertile. This impacts

productivity per vine, which is

also low. Manure is traditionally

added to improve the physical

conditions of the soil. Humus

develops and the activity of

microorganisms in the soil

grows. There are 3 types of

soils: clay and calcerous, ferrous

& alluvial. 
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Franco, like all murderous bastards was very little fun and caused devastation in the

Spanish industry. Apart from ripping up legacy vines, he actively discouraged wine

consumption unless it was taken as the sacrament. Towards the end of his long reign,

markets were opening up and the economy was liberalising and upon his deeath the

region re-exploded.  

RIOJA WAKES UP

CATEGORIES

The categories of wine Rioja

differ in terms of aging in oak

barrels and additional aging in

the bottle.

JOVEN simply means young and

does not have any ageing

requirement, may or may not

see oak.

CRIANZA is a minimum of 2

years of aging, starting from

October 1 of the harvest year, at

least 12 months from which in

oak (6 months for pink and white

wines).

RESERVA is a minimum 3 years

of aging, including a minimum of

1 year in oak for red. Minimum 2

years of aging, including a

minimum of 6 months in oak for

white and pink.

GRAN RESERVA is a minimum of

2 years of aging in oak, followed

by an excerpt of three years in a

red bottle. White and pink-4

years of exposure, including a

minimum of 6 months in oak.
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REBIRTH & REGION 

Rioja quickly took up where it left off. Demand was huge both domestically and

abroad, as Rioja quickly gained a reputation for rich and vibrant wines with a good

lick of oak give loads of toast and vanilla notes. The region was divided into Rioja

Alta, Rioja Alvesa an Rioja Baja, though in truth these meant very little in the early

days as basically anything was planted anywhere, with oak age and extraction

covering any hint of terroir or even varietal typicity. Unlike Bordeaux, where wines

were built for ageing, Rioja made the incredibly astute decision to release wines,

when they were ready, aged and ready for consumption but capable of plenty more

age. 

VARIETIES, FLAVOUR & MATCH 

TEMPRANILLO is the main component of Rioja and it has become hugely popular and

a touchstone for casual drinkers the world over (though plantings outside Spain have

achieved only limited success). Tempranillo is hugely versatile and runs a diverse

flavour spectrum from bright red fruits, to deep black fruits with cherry, tomato, rose

petals and leather. The grape enjoys high tannins and acidity, allowing it take a lot

of oak.

GARNACHA is Spain's most prolific grape and is becoming more popular in the region

as there is a move back towards traditional varieties. Garnacha from Spain (Grenache

in France and Cannonau in Italy) adds body and alcohol, while GRACIANO adds deep

colour and tannins. International varieties are starting to die off.

VIURA dominates the production of white wine, supported by Rhone varieties.  
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FOOD PAIRING in Rioja is easy as you can basically match it with anything. Baked pasta and other tomato-based dishes

where the natural acidity is already being balanced with cheese and grains soars when matched to Rioja, but also High-fat

meats like roasted pork and chorizo sausage, or nearly anything lamb (a signature choice in many areas of Rioja) will do

well. They go well with charcuterie and Irish palates re happy to down buckets of Rioja with no food whatsoever!



The future starts now in La Rioja. Alvaro Palacios and Telmo Rodriguez were the first very high profile critics of the outdated

appellation laws at Rioja. Anyone with enough oak, time and space could make a Gran Reserva and no importance was

being placed on the fantastic terroirs of Rioja. Major producer Artadi officially left the appellation in 2015 and since then

the shackles have come off. Producers like those of the Rioja N Roll collective are making compelling wines that speak of

their time & place from indigenous varieties suited to their environment, unlike the high volume generic wines that were

being produced. It is an incredibly exciting time in what was hitherto a reasonably unexciting albeit popular region. 

DO THE EVOLUTION
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REDRAWING RIOJA 

Why re-draw Rioja? Because it's current system of classification is completely unsatisfactory and sells the region short. It

dumbs down the potential of the wine, ignores its incredible terroirs of Rioja and encourages a race to the bottom in

homogenised production & volume. ('Brand Rioja' is good for business). What this means is that anyone can make a Gran

Reserva, and anyone frequently does, utilising unsuitable varieties from unsuitable areas, ignoring the individual site and

covering everything up with win making. Thankfully the cosy group at the Consejo Regulador are losing the battle. Change is

happening as Rioja is moving toward a Burgundian-style of Village system to recognise the diverse range of soils and

vineyards.

We start, as many modern Spanish wine stories do, with Alvaro Palacios. STSWine regulars will be familiar with the man we

call the King of Spanish wine. He was born in Rioja on the family winery but had fallen in love with the concept of terroir

while working in the US, France and Italy. He wanted to make world class Spanish wines that spoke of their time and place

and found peerage with the great wines of Burgundy & Barolo. He achieved this in Priorat, and then Bierzo. He was able to

impose his vision of a village classification system as he had made those regions. Rioja would be a tougher task.

When Alvaro returned to the family winery in Rioja, he found a region that was growing unsuitable varieties in unsuitable

place to achieve high yield. Growing grapes in such places meant they needed to be unnaturally managed and he called the

resulting wine ficticious wine. He immediately started re-planting varieties in his winery and pressed for Rioja Baja (meaning

lower Rioja) to be renamed Rioja Oriental. Alvaro wanted to concentrate of making a Rioja wine that would rival his

L'Ermita from Priorat and La Faraona from Bierzo as one of Spain's most expensive and sought after wines. Having not the

time to fight another Conseja, he pledged his support and consultation to a growing number of disenchanted wine makers

led by Telmo Rodriguez.

Telmo is the logical progression of Alvaro Palacios in many ways. Having grown up in Rioja he too spread his wings to

Ribera Del Duero where he fell in love with the idea of bringing Spain in line with modern terroir-led brilliance. Telmo, while

thoughtful, well liked and measured, brought a firebrand approach to affect change. He created a document called

Matador Manifesto is defence of Spain's old and natural vineyards and terroirs, getting it signed by 150 winemakers. Only a

year earlier, icon producer Artadi sent shockwaves through the Spanish industry by officially 'leaving' the Rioja appellation.

Telmo's controversial manifesto sent the concept of Rioja into a virtual tailspin. 
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Hold on a minute - what are really really talking about here? Money of course. In La Rioja, it is all about Brand Rioja 'the

benjamins'. 

Imagine a beautiful little field blend of Rioja wine, naturally made in the style of the forefathers of Rioja wine making.

Yields are controlled. Everything is hand made and hand picked. The wine is aged in concrete or steel and intended for

young drinking, it's purity mirrors the terroir. This wine can only be sold as a generico/joven Rioja, with no geographical

indicator and nothing to suggest it's special (indeed - you are not allowed include a Village name!). 

That same wine could be machine harvested, with other grapes bought in and added to bulk up the volume. Extracted and

worked over in the winery, stabilised and put into oak, you just wait 24 months and it's a crianza (€), 36 months and it's a

Reserva (€€) or 60 months and it's a Gran Reserva (€€€). The supermarket shelves are full of these wines and there is a

reason that very high value and sophisticated wine collectors and collections will have a very limited Rioja interest (not to

say that old Rioja is not magic).

More Benjamins: grape prices. There are numerous growers that sell grapes to the producers that only own 20% of the

vineyards. When Telmo decided to eliminate non-estate grown fruit he realised how livelihoods depended on these sales, so

rather than cancel the contracts he began bottling a different label to make sure these growers could keep their contracts

(not everyone would be so noble one suspects).

A tightrope with many considerations was overcome and for the last couple of years, growers and producers have jostled

and negotiated and tweaked these new rules and classification systems. Change will be slow but the end result will see

better quality wine for us produced via higher standards in accordance with the naturally fabulous terroirs of La Rioja. 

DO THE EVOLUTION
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DO THE EVOLUTION
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REDRAWING RIOJA 

The attempted overhaul has brought with it a focus-group-feeling tagline: Saber Quién Eres, which means knowing who

you are. The focus is to highlight these terroirs but not completely leave the past behind, so a new method of classification

is used beside the Crianza etc old method. 

The changes can be summarised broadly to 5 items:

1/ Viñedos Singulares - new category to highlight the terroir of the wine and help distinguish the diversity of the region. The

vineyard will be visible and it can be used in conjunction with the old age classification system. To qualify there is a typical

litany of stipulations regarding the age of the vineyard, age of the vines, the age of the commercial relationship (to combat

the anyone can make a reserva wine factor), yields, volume, hand harvesting etc. There will be rigorous quality

assessments. These are the top of the pyramid - the Grand Cru.

2/ Vinos de Municipio and Vinos de Zona - These terms have been rejuvenated as they have been used in the past. The 3

major subregions are known now as Zona (Rioja Alta, Rioja Alvesa, Rioja Oriental). Vinos de Municipio will name a village

within and Zona, whereas Vinos de Zona will simply name the Zona. Both of these geographical quality indicators can use

the old ageing model of classification in it.

These two categories will obviously make up the bulk of the producers that will take up the new classification. The tweak

here which, one suspects was in the interest of politics and diplomacy, both categories allow a small percentage of grapes

from outside the Zona or Municipio, but there are stipulations on the length of the commercial partnership - clearly a

measure to protect business arrangement upon which livelihoods may depend. 

3/ Ageing Requirements - they updated the ageing requirements 

Reserva - total 3 years with a minimum 12 months in oak, 6 months in bottle. There was previously no minimum ageing

requirement in bottle, and this was the greatest indicator or anyone can make a Reserva. Ageing in bottle is not easily done

for everyone.

Gran Reserva - total of 5 years (no change) but now minimum of 24 months in oak and 24 months in bottle. 

4/ White Wines - 2007 saw the rules change to allow a wider variety of grapes to be used, and sales have gone up

considerably. It is now possible to produce a single varietal wine out of any of the permitted varieties.

5/ Sparkling Wines - 2019 will see the first releases of the region's first sparkling wines; Espumosos de Calidad. This will

greatly help Rioja's commercial portfolio and there are a very strict and detailed range of requirements for production.



RIOJA 'N' ROLL
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How is it all going? It is too early to tell. The process seems to have been fairly and sensibly negotiated. The idea is that the

quality of wine production in the region will go up exponentially, that the various terroirs and vineyards will get just

recognition and that growers will be rewarded for their efforts and dedication to quality production. There will not be the

scope to churn out an homogenised product and already we are seeing prolific but inauthentic vineyards being grubbed up

in favour of legacy clones of varieties suited to the soils and terroir. Watch this space. 

RIOJA 'N' ROLL

The Rioja 'N' Roll collective is proof in a way that the changes have already worked. 

Consider La Rioja as a completely burnt out industrial entity full of rusty machinery and empty derelict buildings, no

inhabitants, no shops, no nothing. Now consider the new La Rioja rules classifications as a moderate clean up of this

derelict area - buildings are made hospitable and some light infrastructure is installed. The Rioja 'N' Roll collective are the

equivilant of the young, poor, bohemian musicians, painters and entrepreneurs that move in and use the area as their

homes, muse and canvass to create. Birth, rebirth etc.

Arturo de Miguel of Bodegas Artke describes it in less auspicious terms: a loose organization of friends that has no rules or

regulations that bind them together, and that their meetings consist of "getting drunk tasting wines at least once a month".

Apart from getting drunk together once a month, they all believe the same philosophy that wines with soul can come only

from vineyards with soul. We are all in Rioja and we work using similar methods with regard to viticulture and enology. A

dedication to craftmanship and the ecology of the vineyard is common but Arturo also says; we don't all work with the

same methods, but we do all share a respect for history and traditional craftsmanship. We practice minimally invasive

viticulture and do what we want in terms of enology (wine making). We think more about the vineyard than the winery.


